Abstract. In this paper we present a new strategy for PVS that implements a square root and division elimination in order to use automatic arithmetic strategies that were not able to deal with these operations in a rst place. This strategy relies on a PVS formalization of the square root and division elimination and deep embedding of PVS expressions inside PVS. Therefore using computational reection and symbolic computation we are able to automatically transform expressions into division and square root free ones before using these decisions procedures.
Introduction
Proof verication systems such as PVS [7] embed proofs strategies that allow the user to deal with arithmetic problems automatically. However most of these techniques such as the use of SMT solvers [2, 4] or quantier elimination [3] are not able to manage all arithmetics operations, in particular division and mainly square roots. Being able to transform any goal or hypothesis containing square roots or divisions into an equivalent one that is free of them would allow the use of arithmetic decision procedures to resolve the current goal.
A program transformation that removes square roots and divisions from programs has been dened and proved correct in PVS, see [6] . We now aim at using this implementation of the transformation and the proof of the semantics equivalence between the input and the output formulas to dene a PVS strategy [1] . This strategy, elim-sqrt, transforms any goal or hypothesis by eliminating square roots and divisions from it e.g.,:
This is realized by doing a deep embedding [8] of a fragment of PVS inside PVS in order to use computational reection for transformation computation [5] .
Deep embedding
First of all we need to sketch how this transformation is specied in PVS, the complete denition can be found in [6] .
Denitions
The transformation in PVS is dened on programs represented in an abstract datatype program. It represents variables, constants, some unary and binary operators, pairs, projections, variable denitions and conditional expressions: In order to use this transformation, we have to transpose a PVS statement into this formalism, this realizes a deep embedding of a fragment of PVS inside PVS.
Deep embedding
Given a proof context in PVS, we aim at transforming a statement (either a goal or an hypothesis) into an equivalent one which is free of divisions and square roots. First of all, as we can see in denition 1.1.1 the formalism only represents a fragment of PVS, therefore the statement we want to transform has to match this formalism. Given such a statement, we call it S, the rst step of this embedding is to compute the equivalent p : program and the corresponding evaluation environment env such that:
Indeed, the variable of the program type are not PVS variables but identiers (e.g., string or natural numbers), therefore we need the environment to make the link between these identiers and their value, i.e., the value of the corresponding PVS variables. From now on, given a PVS variable x in a statement and the corresponding environment env, its identier will be the string "X". These elements, the program and environment, have to be computed as their PVS string representation:
This string representation allows us to introduce these items in the current context with some PVS prover commands.
Equivalent program computation Given a PVS context and a statement S, by using the strategy language we can access to the corresponding lisp tree structure that represents the abstract syntax of the PVS statement. Therefore if the statement matches the embedded fragment, computing the equivalent program can be done by decomposing this lisp structure and building the corresponding string. As most of the cases are staightforward, we only detail a few of them:
the variable: as mentioned earlier, the variables of the program type are identiers (e.g., string) and we need to have a mapping beetween every PVS variable and its corresponding string identier. the projections: in PVS, tuples are represented as arrays (int → element), the corresponding lisp object is a list and we need to translate it as a binary tree, e.g., list (e1 e2 e3) gives pair(e1,pair(e2,e3)) and the projection x`3 is translated into "snd(snd(Value"X"))"
Corresponding evaluation environment As we can see in example 1. ,env) ). This allows us to work on the program p in order to apply the transformation.
Strategy denition
In this section we present how to build the strategy that transforms a current goal or hypothesis into an equivalent square root and division free one. In the program expressions we will avoid unnecessary constructors, e.g., we will write "A" and plus(e1,e2) instead of val("A") and bop(plus,e1,e2). (1) we introduce the equivalent program and environment and prove this equivalence using symbolic evaluation with grind (2) using the type predicate of elim we apply this function to the program (3) we compute the elimination using computational reection eval-expr (4) we return into the PVS language itself using symbolic evaluation of the square root and division free program semantics
Strategy principles

Inside the strategy
In section 2.1, we gave the main steps of the transformation strategy, we will now see how these dierent expressions can be introduced in the PVS prover, and their equivalence proved. In this section we will assume that we have an hypothesis, H, we want to remove square roots from, the elimination in a positive formula (e.g., a Goal) being similar.
From PVS expression to program datatype As mentioned in section 1 the transformation is dened using the program abstract datatype, the rst step of the strategy is therefore to transpose the PVS statement into this datatype. In 1.2 we introduced a lisp function that, given a PVS statement, build the corresponding program, p and the according environment env. The rst step of the strategy is to introduce this program equivalent to H using its boolean semantics bo (sem(p,env) ). The extraction of the boolean part of the semantics with bo such as the use of the type of the elim function will require to prove that sem(p,env) does not fail and is a boolean prog_val, this can be done by doing a symbolic evaluation of sem(p,env) but this evaluation is not very ecient. Therefore in order to do it only once, we introduce explicitly this hypothesis with the following command:
(case "boolv?(sem(p,env)) AND bo(sem(p,env))")
This rule introduce a new hypothesis we rst have to prove in the current context. (2):
Computational reection The next step is to produce the equivalent square root and division free formula, this is done by computational reection of elim(p). The use of this technique requires two hypotheses: the function, (i.e., elim) has to be completely dened with computable structures (e.g., use list instead of sets), so there is a corresponding executable lisp function, the arguments have to be ground (do not contain any PVS variable), this is ensured by using identiers to represent the original PVS variable, the link between these identiers and variables being handled separately by env. Therefore we can compute elim(p) in order to get the equivalent program, p', free of square roots and divisions with the eval-expr strategy.
Semantics evaluation From our new square root and division free program p' we want to get the corresponding PVS expression. Therefore we have to compute the semantics of this program. This is done once again by symbolic evaluation and in the end we get a new PVS statement H', equivalent to H, free of square roots and divisions. Square roots and divisions being eliminated in this hypothesis we can now continue the proof using our favorite arithmetic strategy.
Conclusion
We have described how to turn a PVS computable specication and the corresponding proof of a program transformation into a PVS strategy. We realized it by doing a deep embedding of PVS inside PVS, using symbolic evaluation to prove the correspondence between PVS and its embedding when the transformation itself use computational reection. This kind of embedding can be generalized for any transformation dened in PVS on an abstract datatype representing a fragment of PVS.
This strategy has been tested on various examples, from simple comparisons to more complex statements that embed variable denitions and conditional expressions. The strategy takes between 20 sec to few minutes mainly depending on the number of square roots. These results can be explained by the low performances of the PVS symbolic evaluation whereas the transformation itself that uses reection, is almost instantaneous.
This strategy is also the rst step of a larger scale transformation that aims at eliminating square roots and divisions from full PVS specications and producing a semantics equivalence proof certicate.
